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A short origin story, ~2017
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Xiao Ma

Ma et al. (2017). Self-Disclosure and Perceived 
Trustworthiness of Airbnb Host Profiles



Science Fiction?
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AI-Mediated Communication 
When AI recommends and augments human 
exchanges
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CMC
Computer-Mediated 
Communication

SENDER

RECEIVER
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AI-MC
AI-Mediated 
Communication

SENDER

RECEIVER



Text suggestions
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Text suggestions
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Text suggestions
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Audio filters

E.g., 

Accent shift
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“
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“Interpersonal communication 
optimized, augmented, or even 

generated by algorithms to 
achieve specific communicative or 

relational outcomes”

 Jakesch et al. (2019) 

Hancock, Naaman, Levy (2020)

AI-MC



Images
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Video, Sync and Async

E.g., 

Nvidia 
Maxine
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AI-MC and ChatGPT?
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How ChatGPT (and 
other AI) impacts 
human-to-human 
communications and 
relations



AI-MC is Reshaping Human 
Communication
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AI-MC impact
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AI-MC ◉ Positivity shift

◉ Content shift

◉ Latent persuasion

◉ Feeling of ownership

Language



AI-MC impact
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Social Dynamics

AI-MC

◉ Communication dynamics

◉ Trustworthiness evaluations

Language



AI-MC impact
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Language

Social Dynamics
Perception of AI

AI-MC



AI-MC impact: talk outline
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Language

Social Dynamics
Perception of AI

Society, CultureAI-MC



Team Work
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Jess Hohenstein
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Co-PIs: Jeff Hancock, 
Karen Levy, Malte Jung

Team members at 
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AI-MC impact: talk outline
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AI-MC impact
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◉ Positivity shift

◉ Content shift

◉ Latent persuasion

◉ Feeling of ownership

LanguageAI-MC



Smart Replies again

Positivity?

Other 
biases?
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Positivity shift confirmed (1)

Mieczkowski et al. (2021). AI-Mediated 
Communication: Language Use and 
Interpersonal Effects in a Referential 

Communication Task
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Communication task in lab with 
35 dyads x 2 participants

Setup: Used Google Hangout 
Smart Replies, or not



Results: Positivity shift, Study 1
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Mieczkowski et al. (2021). AI-Mediated 
Communication: Language Use and 
Interpersonal Effects in a Referential 

Communication Task

Em
o

tio
n

Control              Smart Reply



Positivity shift confirmed (2)
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219 pairs discuss an issue

Both, one, or none with smart replies 

Smart replies: positive, Google API, 
negative

Hohenstein et al. (2023). Artificial intelligence in 
communication impacts language and social 
relationships. Nature Scientific Reports.



Results: Positivity shift, Study 2
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AI smart replies lead to 
positivity (and negativity) 
shift

Hohenstein et al. (2021). Artificial intelligence in 
communication impacts language and social relationships.



AI-MC impact
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◉ Positivity shift

◉ Content shift

◉ Latent persuasion

◉ Feeling of ownership

LanguageAI-MC



Content shift, Study 1
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Jackesh et al. (2023). AI Writing Assistants 
Influence Topic Choice in Self-Presentation

Ma et al. (2017). Self-Disclosure and Perceived 
Trustworthiness of Airbnb Host Profiles

Task: write Airbnb host profile

Autocomplete suggestions based 
on different fine-tuned models



AI autocomplete recommendations for text for your 
online profile can significantly shift the content

Content shift confirmed
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Jackesh et al. (2023). AI Writing Assistants 
Influence Topic Choice in Self-Presentation*

*Look for the poster at CHI 2023 in Hamburg!



AI-MC impact
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◉ Positivity shift

◉ Content shift

◉ Latent persuasion

◉ Feeling of ownership

LanguageAI-MC



Study: Content shift and latent persuasion

Does content and opinion both shift? 
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Setup:  1500 participants

3 conditions:
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Study: Content shift and latent persuasion

No autocomplete

Jakesch et al. (2023). Co-Writing with Opinionated 
Language Models Affects Users' Views*

“Social media is good” model

“Social media is bad” model

*At CHI in Hamburg next week! 🏆



The auto- 
complete 
suggestions 
changed the 
participants’ 
writing… 
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Result: Content shift and latent persuasion

Control

Jakesch et al. (2023)



The auto- 
complete 
suggestions 
changed the 
participants’ 
writing… 
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Result: Content shift and latent persuasion

Control

Jakesch et al. (2023)
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Result: Content shift and latent persuasion

Jakesch et al. (2023)

Control

The auto- 
complete 
suggestions also 
shifted 
participants’ 
opinions!
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Result: Content shift and latent persuasion

Jakesch et al. (2023)

Control

The auto- 
complete 
suggestions also 
shifted 
participants’ 
opinions!



Study: Content shift and latent persuasion

Hot off the press: other topics as well
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AI-MC impact
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◉ Positivity shift

◉ Content shift

◉ Latent persuasion

◉ Feeling of ownership

LanguageAI-MC



Study: Ownership and agency

Setup: participants performing writing task on different 
topics, with/without auto-complete
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Mieczkowski et al. (WIP)
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AI suggestions did not 
take away feeling of 
ownership… for 
experts.

Mieczkowski et al. (WIP)

Result: Ownership and agency

No Suggestions Auto-complete
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In summary:
AI-MC is poised to shift our language 

and maybe even opinions



AI-MC impact: talk outline
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AI-MC impact
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Social Dynamics ◉ Communication dynamics

◉ Trustworthiness evaluations

AI-MC



Communication, Study 1

Setup: two participants performing a task; one of them is really a 
confederate 

2x2 experiment: (successful vs. unsuccessful conversation) x 

(standard vs. smart reply messaging app)
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Hohenstein et al, 2020. AI as a moral 
crumple zone: The effects of AI-mediated 

communication on attribution and trust. 



Results: Communication, Study 1
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Hohenstein et al, 2020. AI as a moral 
crumple zone: The effects of AI-mediated 

communication on attribution and trust. 

(1) More trust when using AI smart replies

 



Results: Communication, Study 1
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Hohenstein et al, 2020. AI as a moral 
crumple zone: The effects of AI-mediated 

communication on attribution and trust. 

(2) Less blame for 
failure when using AI 
smart replies

R
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Results: Communication, Study 1
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Hohenstein et al, 2020. AI as a moral 
crumple zone: The effects of AI-mediated 

communication on attribution and trust. 

(2) Less blame for 
failure when using AI 
smart replies
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Ownership and blame



Ownership and blame
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AI-MC impact
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Social Dynamics ◉ Communication dynamics

◉ Trustworthiness evaluations

AI-MC



Impressions, study 1
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Positive language ✅
How do they like the other person?

● When the other person uses 
smart replies

● When they think the other person 
uses smart replies

Hohenstein et al. (2023). Artificial intelligence in 
communication impacts language and social 
relationships. Nature Scientific Reports.



Impressions, study 1
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How do they like the other person?

● When the other person uses 
smart replies

● When they think the other person 
uses smart replies

Hohenstein et al. (2023). Artificial intelligence in 
communication impacts language and social 
relationships. Nature Scientific Reports.



AI-MC impact
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Social Dynamics ◉ Communication dynamics

◉ Trustworthiness evaluations

AI-MC
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Will people evaluate 
trustworthiness of a 
person differently if 
they believe AI was 
involved in authoring 
their online profile?

RQ



Methods overview

◉ Three online experiments
◉ Airbnb profiles (all human-written)
◉ Participants led to believe profiles written by AI or host
◉ Asked for trustworthiness ratings of the hosts
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Jakesch et al. (2019). AI-Mediated Communication: How the Perception that 
Profile Text was Written by AI Affects Trustworthiness



Example profile
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GENERATED PROFILE

Jakesch et al. (2019). AI-Mediated Communication: How the Perception that 
Profile Text was Written by AI Affects Trustworthiness



AI in self presentation

PROFILE A

I am a father of two boys in their 
20's and 30's. I love riding my moto 
with my son and his family out in 
the city everyday. I love to cook 
especially indian foods, art and 
music and spending time with my 
family.

61

PROFILE B

Joel and Erin love travel and have 
embraced it as airbnb hosts and as 
travelers. We're easy going, love 
hearing others stories and getting 
to know the area that we're in. As 
hosts, we love sharing all the 
beautiful things to see and do in 
Colorado springs.

Vote: slido.com #6577 835



Experimental setting
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Low AI-ness (“human”)

Hello, I am Sebastian, 
originally from Berlin, 
Germany.

Let me open with a 
huge helloooooo to 
everyone reading this!

30 profiles pre-tested for how “AI” they seem

High AI-ness (“AI”)



Experimental setting
Each participant rated 10 profiles for trustworthiness

Trustworthiness dimensions: Ability, Integrity, Benevolence (Meyer, 75)

High AI-ness (“AI”)Low AI-ness (“human”)



Experimental setting
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Each participant rated 10 profiles in one of three conditions

Human (Control) “Some are AI”, Unlabeled  “Some are AI”, Labeled

Low AI-nss (“human”) High AI-ness (“AI”)Low AI-ness (“human”)



Results
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Suspicion was enough

66



The Replicant* Effect
In a world populated by humans 
and non-human agents, a mere 
suspicion results in distrust. 
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Jakesch et al. (2019). AI-Mediated Communication: How the 
Perception that Profile Text was Written by AI Affects 
Trustworthiness

*(Blade Runner, 1982)



Replicant (and other) replications

The Replicant effect was also found In dating profiles (Wu 
and Kelly, 2020) 

Will AI Console Me when I Lose my Pet? Understanding 
Perceptions of AI-Mediated Email Writing (Liu et al, 2022)
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In summary:
Perceived/suspected use of AI in 

communication can undermine trust 



AI-MC impact: talk outline
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AI-MC impact: talk outline
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Perception of AI

AI-MC



Can people detect 
language that was 
generated by AI?
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Detection of AI Language
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Can people detect 
language that was 
generated by AI?

RQ
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When do people 
believe language 
was generated by 
AI? 
Can people detect 
language that was 
generated by AI?

RQ
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AI in self presentation

PROFILE A

I am a father of two boys in their 
20's and 30's. I love riding my moto 
with my son and his family out in 
the city everyday. I love to cook 
especially indian foods, art and 
music and spending time with my 
family.
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PROFILE B

Joel and Erin love travel and have 
embraced it as airbnb hosts and as 
travelers. We're easy going, love 
hearing others stories and getting 
to know the area that we're in. As 
hosts, we love sharing all the 
beautiful things to see and do in 
Colorado springs.



RQ
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How do people decide whether a 
profile text had been written by 
AI/human?



How do people decide whether a 
profile text had been written by 
AI/human?

Can we predict when people will 
think a profile was written by 
AI/human? 

RQ
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Methods overview

◉ Created a dataset of human-written profiles
◉ Trained models to create AI-generated profiles
◉ Got ratings, feedback from raters about profiles
◉ Developed features, classification to predict 

“human-ness”
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Jakesch, Hancock, Naaman (2023). Human Heuristics for 

AI-Generated Language Are Flawed. PNAS



3 Domains
Hospitality, Dating, Professional
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2 Models
GPT-2, GPT-3

125K Profiles
Used for fine-tuning

3 Experiments
AI or human-written?

4600 Participants
Lucid crowdworkers, rep sample

7000 Test Profiles
Half human, half AI-written



Main prompt

This profile was 
written/generated 
by..
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No discernment (no surprise)

Hospitality:

52.2%
Professional:

50.3%
Dating:

51.4%

82

People cannot distinguish between AI- and human-written 
profiles. 



The ratings were predictable

Model predicts rating with 57.6% accuracy 

◉ Nonsensical content
◉ Repetitive content
◉ Grammatical errors
◉ Rare bigrams, long words
◉ Familiarity: first person; family mentions
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The ratings were predictable

Model predicts rating with 57.6% accuracy 

◉ Nonsensical content
◉ Repetitive content
◉ Grammatical errors
◉ Rare bigrams, long words
◉ Familiarity: first person; family mentions
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Which of these is human-written?

PROFILE A

I am a father of two boys in their 
20's and 30's. I love riding my moto 
with my son and his family out in 
the city everyday. I love to cook 
especially indian foods, art and 
music and spending time with my 
family.
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PROFILE B

Joel and Erin love travel and have 
embraced it as airbnb hosts and as 
travelers. We're easy going, love 
hearing others stories and getting 
to know the area that we're in. As 
hosts, we love sharing all the 
beautiful things to see and do in 
Colorado springs.

AI HUMAN

Vote: slido.com #6577 835



Validation

◉ If our features are correct, a model can 
produce language that is more “human”!

◉ Pre-registered experiment 
◉ 100 profiles x 3 settings x human/AI/AI+

AI+: use same features to classify AI-generated 
profiles that are likely to be perceived as 
human-written
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Validation

87
Jakesch, Hancock, Naaman (2023). Human Heuristics for 

AI-Generated Language Are Flawed. PNAS



So, this is 
upsetting…
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AI-MC impact: talk outline
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AI-MC impact: talk outline
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Society, CultureAI-MC



“
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“I do not know with what 
weapons World War III will be 

fought, but World War IV will be 
fought with sticks and stones.”

-- attributed to A. Einstein



Not just text: images, audio, 
video; sync and async
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Deception at our 
(broadcast) fingertips
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New adventures in communications
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New challenges
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◉ Unreliable signals, reduced trust
◉ Language adaptation
◉ Language shift



Human-centered AI-MC?
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◉ User/system: more efficient 
◉ But outer circles affected as well!
◉ Receiver(s):

○ Unreliable signals, trust

◉ Society:
○ Language adaptation and shift
○ Loss of trust
○ Shift of opinions, content
○ … 

Society

User

Receiver



What can we do?Q
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Design of AI-MC
- Transparency/disclosure

- Define and prevent harmful use

- Ensure equal access & use

- Create tools to signal effort, enable 
trust

98

Hancock, Naaman, Levy (2020). AI-Mediated 
Communication: Definition, Research Agenda, 
and Ethical Considerations.



Use and Abuse of Data
- Detection is (mostly) futile

- Openness of models, data

- Model safety

- Measuring and monitoring bias
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MOAR Research
- Incredible research interest so far

- Sustain research effort 

- How to collaborate with industry, 
inform real-world systems?
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Forward-looking Regulation
- Educating policymakers, public

- Writing our policy/ethical 
considerations 
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“

“To perfect… the range of 
machines without… giving 

humane direction to the organs of 
social action and social control is 
to create dangerous tensions in 

the structure of society.”
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– Lewis Mumford  1934/1962

Technics and Civilization



mornaaman.com

mor.naaman@cornell.edu

Most papers available at bit.ly/aimc-papers

Presentation template: SlidesCarnival

Thanks!
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